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Abstract— PT XYZ is an e-commerce company that applies 

free shipping services. Every month the company will receive a 

shipping transaction invoice from third-party logistics, in the 

Excel file. The operational division will perform a manual 

validation process between distance and price with data in the 

Excel file. With manual processes, several problems arise, such 

as long processing time and errors caused by human factors. The 

validation system will use batch processing to process extensive 

data without interruption and will be executed using the Spring 

Batch framework. The programming language used is Java with 

a Spring Boot framework. The system can accept an Excel file 

that contains a collection of invoice notes and then process them, 

resulting in a report. The average amount of data an employee 

can do per day with a time of two hours is 500 data. After the 

system is implemented, the validation process takes 120 seconds 

for 500 data. The percentage for time reduction is 98.33%. 

 
Index Terms— Batch Processing, E-Commerce, Free 

Shipping, Spring Batch, Validation System.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce is a process that supports customers, provides 

services and commodities, manages business transactions, 

and maintains bonds between providers, customers, and 

vendors with telecommunications network devices [1]. 

Indonesian e-commerce in the last ten years has grown by 

around seventeen percent, with a total e-commerce business 

reaching 26.2 million units. The impact of e-commerce on 

traditional business models is to accelerate the generation of 

new industries, reduce buyer costs, and accelerate the cycle of 

new product development [2].  

PT. XYZ is e-commerce, with a large number of customers 

and increasing transactions. To deliver goods to customers, 

companies generally use services from third party logistics. 

Third-party logistics is an external logistics service provider 

company that offers one or several contract-based or 

agreement-based logistics activities [3]. To add higher value 

among other e-commerce, the company applies free shipping 

service to transactions that meet the requirements. The 

company will bear the shipping fee. Third-party logistics that 

works with the company will send a shipping transaction 

invoice, in an Excel file. The operational division will 

validate the data. This process includes checking the distance 

and price data in the billing file manually. Validation is done 

for distance and price data only. The system only handles 
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transactions from third-party logistics that do not calculate the 

weight in shipping, such as GoSend and Grab. The checking 

process will take the origin and destination longitude-latitude 

location from the Excel file. Then put it into Google Maps to 

get the distance between the origin and destination location.  

The supervisor examines data from the validation process 

carried out by the operational division. If it is valid, the 

supervisor forwards the data to the financial division for 

checking. If there is invalid data in the process of checking by 

the supervisor or financial division, then the data is returned 

to the operational division to do the validation process again.  

The validation process at this time is not efficient. The 

validation process on data will be done many times before it 

can be said to be valid. Another obstacle that occurs is missing 

data and errors due to human inaccuracy. Over time, the 

company's transaction data will be even higher. This 

significant transaction is a tough challenge for operational 

division employees to achieve the overall target validation 

process. Therefore, this research builds a system that helps the 

operational division to process distance and price validation 

more efficiently.  

This validation system is built based on a website to adapt 

user needs and make it easier to access. After the company 

implements this system, the validation process carried out by 

the operational division can run more efficiently and be easily 

used. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Related Work 

In a study of the implementation of online testing with a 

batch processing system, there was a need for speed to do 

extensive data processing and management. The online test 

will involve many participants, thus requiring technology, 

namely batch processing, to get efficient results. The scope of 

the problem in the research is how to design a system that can 

process extensive participant data efficiently and ensure the 

data is valid. System testing was carried out on 50-100 

participants with different questions. The conclusion is the 

batch processing system helps in accelerating the online 

testing implementation process. The error rate in question 

randomization is far more accurate, and right on target [4].  

In the study of report file generation systems using the 

batch processing method, many companies needed reports to 

evaluate an issue. To prepare these reports, many companies 

still performed this process manually. In this research, the 

report will be created automatically by the system. Reports on 

companies are in the form of extensive data. To be able to 

display large data on the report, the system with a batch 
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processing method optimizes in making reports. The results 

of this study are report-producing applications in files that can 

speed up the process of reading reports through the batch 

processing method [5].  

B. Electronic Commerce 

Electronic Commerce, or commonly known as 

e-commerce, is the trading of products or services using 

computer networks, such as the internet. Business 

transactions that occur in e-commerce are 

business-to-business (B2B), business-to-customer (B2C), 

customer-to-customer (C2C) or customer-to-business (C2B). 

Through economic growth and technological development, 

the process of buying and selling transactions from traditional 

turned into e-commerce. E-commerce has the advantage of 

fast access, a wider choice of goods or services, and broad 

coverage [6]. 

C. Batch Processing 

Some applications at large companies at this time, work on 

commands that can be executed without a display or user 

interface to run. These commands are usually run periodically 

and process large amounts of data. Batch processing is a 

process carried out on several cases simultaneously [7]. Batch 

processing is a solution for operations that involve extensive 

data. Batch processing is data processing without interaction 

and interruption [8]. Batch processing will group data into a 

particular set, and then it will set the amount of data to be 

stored in the database. Batch processing will take or read a 

collection of data. This data will be processed immediately, so 

the memory needed is not too large. Proper memory usage 

will have an impact on application performance, so the 

process of execution time can be more optimal. 

D. Spring Framework 

Software application development without proper tools and 

technology will reduce the productivity of making 

applications. The Spring Framework is a Java-based 

open-source framework created to facilitate the development 

of Java software. As a Java-based framework, Spring also 

applies object-based frameworks. Spring Framework makes it 

easy for developers to develop website applications, 

stand-alone applications, enterprise applications, and so on. 

Spring Framework also supports several modules such as 

Spring Security, Spring Boot, and Spring Batch [9]. 

E. Spring Boot 

Spring Boot is a Java-based framework that is used to 

create a microservice. Spring Boot is designed to avoid 

complex XML configurations and reduce time to develop 

applications. Spring Boot provides a flexible way to configure 

Java Beans, XML configurations, and transactions that occur 

in the database. In Spring Boot, everything is automatic, so 

there is no need to spend time configuring one by one. Spring 

Boot is used primarily in making RESTful APIs and website 

pages. One of the advantages of using Spring Boot is the use 

of JSON APIs in communicating between servers [9]. 

F. Spring Batch 

Spring Batch provides functions that developers need to 

develop applications using batch processing. Spring Batch is 

an open-source framework for batch processing by executing 

various jobs. The features implemented by the Spring Batch 

include data validation, output format, and the ability to 

handle large data sets [8]. 

Spring Batch provides classes and APIs to read or write 

resources, manage transactions, repeat jobs, and partition 

techniques to process large amounts of data. Spring Batch 

handles the items in the chunk. A Job will read and write data 

into a smaller chunk. Chunk or commonly known as chunk 

processing is a specific batch-oriented algorithm that contains 

a set of execution paths [10]. 

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In Fig 1, there are three roles in this system's business 

process, namely: operational division, supervisor, and 

financial division. The operational division handles the 

validation process of a file that contains a collection of 

invoices shipping transactions. The supervisor is the person 

who is responsible for the operational division. The finance 

division handles finance in the company. 

 

Business Process Validation System

Finance DivisionOperational Division Supervisor

Start

End

Upload the 
invoice list file

Download file 
results from the 

validation process

All final 
status = OK ?

Check the data 
in the invoice 

file

Confirm to the 
vendor

No

Yes

 
Fig 1. Business Process Validation System 

 

In the business process diagram, the operational division 

will upload an Excel file that contains a collection of invoices 

shipping transactions for the validation process. Then the user 

downloads the report file results of the validation process and 

checks each final status on an invoice. If there is a final status 

that is not OK, then the user will proceed to the supervisor for 

checking. Status not OK, i.e., invalid data related to 

operational rules, such as distance or calculation price of third 

party logistic. The supervisor then proceeded to the financial 

division for confirmation to the vendor. After checking, the 

data will be uploaded again until all final statuses are OK. 

This distance and price validation system is a web-based 

system, with object-oriented programming, and uses Java 

programming language. This system is built using the Spring 

Boot framework for back-end websites. Data processing uses 



  

Spring Batch, which provides functions to run batch 

processing. This system uses the PostgreSQL DBMS and 

requires internet connectivity to access the Google Maps API. 

This system consists of four parts: management of 

third-party logistics rules, invoice list management, validation 

process, and history of processed invoices. Users can log in, 

manage third party logistic rules, manage invoices, validate 

distances and prices, manage airway bill history, and make 

distance tolerance. 
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Fig 2. Entity Relationship Diagram 

 

 
Fig 3. Entity Relationship Diagram for Spring Batch 

 

Fig. 2 is an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) that 

displays tables used to store data according to business 

processes in this validation system. Fig 3 shows the ERD 

Spring Batch. The ERD in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 has no 

relationship because of the ERD in Fig. 3 is created 

automatically when the system implements the Spring Batch 

framework. Spring Batch requires these tables to store data 

such as Job and Step when executing batch processing. 

This validation system uses the Spring Batch framework to 

manage the functions of batch processing. This batch 

processing is applied to invoice list management and 

validation processes, with the following steps: 1) Step. The 

Step consists of sequential stages in a batch. The Step is used 

to determine and control batch processing. The sequential 

stages include three functions, namely, ItemReader, 

ItemProcessor, and ItemWriter. ItemReader is used to read 

data and prepare data from a variety of different input types. 

In this validation system, the input comes from the file 

uploaded by the user. Every input data will be used to 

calculate the distance through the Google Maps API with the 

parameters of the longitude and latitude of the destination and 

origin location. The distance calculation results are used to 

calculate prices. The results will be compared with the data in 

the excel file, and the ItemProcessor function executes this 

process. ItemWriter has the task of writing the output and 

saving in the database. 2) Job. A job contains configuration or 

settings to run batch processing through the Spring Batch. 

This Job will include the call Step that was created and used to 

run or shut down the process or Step. 

 

Job 
Launcher

Job Step

Item 
Reader

Item 
Processor

Item 
Writer

Job Repository

 
Fig 4. Spring Batch Component 

 
Fig. 4 is a component of the Spring Batch, namely Job, Step 

(Reader, Processor, Writer), and Job Launcher. Job is a batch 

process. Job Launcher will execute Job. The Job will have a 

step that contains the essential stages in the process of 

managing data such as reading, processing, and writing data 

into the database. All of these components are used to manage 

data in Excel files. Exchange of data between the front-end 

and back-end on the system using the Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) request and Representation State (REST) is 

used to produce data and consumes data. 

Batch configuration is the central part for configuring each 

batch processing component. Fig. 5, 6, 7 are pieces of code 

found in batch configuration. 

 

 

Fig 5. The Code in Method Job 

 

The code in Fig 5 is a Job component that will execute 

batch processing. The Job name is importInvoiceDetailJob, 

which will contain a collection of steps that will be run by 

JobLauncher. This method will have two parameters, 

originName, and invoiceId. Both parameters will be used to 

read files uploaded to the server, through stepInvoice 

(originName, invoiceId). For each Job, it will have a unique 



  

id, which will distinguish between each Job. The identifier 

(id) will be formed automatically with incrementer(new 

RunIdIncrementer ()). 

 

 
Fig 6. The Code in Method Job Launcher
 

 

The code in Fig. 6 is a Job Launcher, and this method is 

called when batch processing is executed. In running a batch 

job, there are at least two things needed by the Spring Batch, 

namely Job and Job Launcher. The Job will contain what 

command will be executed, while Job Launcher will execute 

the specified Job. In the implementation, when the user 

uploads the file, the Job Launcher will be called. This Job 

Launcher will execute Job importInvoiceDetailJob. 

 

 
Fig 7. The Code in Method Step 

 

The code in Fig. 7 is a Step component that contains steps 

such as reading data, performing processes, and writing data 

into the database. Reader(originName, invoiceId) is the 

function to read data in a file. Processor(processor()) is the 

function that every row in a file will traverse, such as 

calculating and searching through the Google Maps API. 

Writer(writers()) is the function to write back into the 

database. Chunk in the Step method is an approach in dividing 

data into a certain number of batches. The expected results in 

the use of chunk are all data entered directly into the system, 

but broken down into smaller parts. In the implementation, the 

data divided into chunks, each of which consists of 200 

amounts of data. 

The interface of manage invoice detail in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 

serves to manage invoices shipping transaction data. Such as 

viewing information on the dashboards, uploading Excel file, 

downloading result report files, and making changes to 

actions that are rejected and approve. The process that occurs 

is checking the Excel file. If the Excel file is not empty, the 

system will call the function to save the file to the server. 

Next, call the JobInvoiceLauncer() function to run batch 

processing. 

 

 
Fig 8. Upload Invoice File 

 

 
Fig 9. Validation Dashboard 

 
Fig 10. Service Invoice Detail 

 

To access the database, it will use invoiceDetailRepository 

objects. In Fig 10 is a function to retrieve data with a 

successful status based on the id. The business process will 

require data from the database, so it calls the 

invoiceDetailRepository.getSumBillAmountSuccess (id) 

function and sends a response in the form of JSON with an 

OK message. 

 

 
Fig 11. Validation Result Report in Excel File 

Users can download the results of the validation process in 



  

Excel format. This report can be used to view detailed 

validation results. In Fig. 11, data located in the box shows the 

results of the validation process by the system. The left part is 

the original invoice data sent by the third party logistic. In the 

example, there are several invoice status still problematic. 

This problem occurs because the total price calculated by the 

system is lower than the cost of the bill. This result means that 

companies are required to pay more than they should. 

This validation system test uses a unit test to test the 

functionality of a business process. Testing is using Junit 4 

and Mockito as additional dependencies. Tests performed on 

all classes on the package controller and package service. The 

tests performed are Line Coverage and Method Coverage. 

Testing is said to be successful if the minimum coverage is 

90%. The package controller will be tested on the JSON 

results returned by an API path. The package service contains 

business processes so that each function will be tested. 

 

 
Fig 12. Test Result of Package Service 

 

Fig. 12 is the result of testing by line coverage and method 

coverage on the package service. The test results show that 

the average percentage for class coverage is 100%. The 

average for the method coverage is 100%, and line coverage 

is 96.2%. Based on the average results obtained, it has met the 

company's testing standards. 

 

 
Fig 13. Test Result of Package Controller 

 

Fig. 13 is the result of testing by line coverage and method 

coverage on the package controller. The test results show that 

the average percentage for class coverage is 100%. The 

average for the method coverage is 100%, and line coverage 

is 100%. Based on the average results obtained, it has met the 

company's testing standards. 

The average amount of data an employee can process, per 

day with a time of two hours is 500 data. After the system is 

implemented, for 500 data, the validation process takes 120 

seconds. After this validation system is implemented, the 

percentage for the time reduction is 98.33%.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

The distance and price validation system for free shipping 

was successfully implemented to replace the validation 

process that was previously still manual. System functionality 

can run well, according to user needs.  This research can help 

the operational division of the e-commerce company reduces 

time and speed up the distance and price validation process. 

The operational division can avoid errors that occur due to 

human factors.  

Currently, the system uses distance and price to calculate 

the final price. The system still needs to add parameters, 

which is the weight of the goods, to meet the needs of several 

other vendors working with the company. 
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